
Fireworks
by

For all enquiries and sales 
please call Adrian on:
01303 867011

or 07826 658996
www.ajpyrotechnics.co.uk

Top quality fireworks available all year round. 
Guaranteed to impress!

Out of season please ring for an appointment
Unit 7, Kingsmead, Park Farm, Folkestone CT19 5EU

Prices and stock may vary since going to print
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Categories of Fireworks for sale to the General Public in the UK

F1 - Indoor fireworks close proximity

F2 - Minimum 8 metres safety distance

F3 - Minimum 25 metres safety distance
Always adhere to the safety distance on each product.

F1 Fireworks - typically indoor products such as ice fountains, some small 
sparklers and party  poppers - close proximity novelty types.

F2 Fireworks - Have a powder weight (NEC) up to 500g. 
There is an exception to this rule in the form of a compound firework (more 
than one firework glued to a board with a linked fused in the factory of 
manufacture) which total up to 500g powder weight (NEC) each. 

Compounds can have a combined powder weight of up to a maximum 
of 4kg giving duration and spectacular effects. Minimum safety distance 8 
metres.

F3 Fireworks - Have a powder weight (NEC) over 500g and up to 1000g.

There is an exception to this rule in the form of a compound firework, where 
you have multiple individual cakes up to a maximum of 1000g powder 
weight (NEC) that are glued to a board and linked fused in the factory of 
manufacture.

These compounds can have a combined powder weight of up to 4kg 
maximum, giving  duration and spectacular effects. Minimum safety distance 
25 metres. 

Always check your firing site and meterage, then decide if you require F2 
and/or F3 products.

IT IS ILLEGAL TO SELL CATEGORY F2 OR F3 
FIREWORKS TO ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF 18.

IT IS ILLEGAL FOR  ANYONE UNDER THE AGE 
OF 18 TO POSSESS CATEGORY F2 OR F3 

FIREWORKS IN A PUBLIC PLACE.



Selection Boxes

£3.00

£120.00

Guy Fawkes Selection Box
A large 45 piece family selection box with ground 
and aerial fireworks, including 2 packs of rockets 
and a large 300 shot missiles. Cat F3.

Sparklers, Ice Fountains & Lighters

Celtic Gold Sparklers  
A Pack of 4 sparklers. 
18” long.

Ice Fountains
Perfect for any 

celebration cake!
Cat F1.

£3.00
per pack

Portfires
The safest way to 
light all fireworks!
Cat F1.

£35.00 £45.00

Treason Selection Box
A good family selection 

box with ground and aerial 
displays. 21 pcs.   

£40.00 Gunpowder Selection Box 
A smaller garden box than 
the treason. 19 pcs.

Vivid Gold or silver
A pack of 5 sparklers.
18” long.

£2.50

Gala Selection Box
Best selling family box including 

rockets & wheels. 19 pcs. Cat F2.

£15.00

Silver Selection Box
A small, low noise 
selection box. 17 pcs.

Mighty Selection Box
No Bangs, all colour 

& ideal for small 
children. 15 pcs. Cat F2.

£80.00

£2.00

£1.50

Monster Coloured Sparklers
Pack of 4 sparklers.14” long.



Rockets
Sky Thunder 
A 10 pack of small rockets.1.4g.

£25.00 Saturn 5
A 5 pack of 
medium sized high 
performance rockets, 
which include gold 
crown to red stars, red 
peony with crackles, 
red and blue peonies, 
silver chrysanthemum 
and gold willow to 
crackles. Cat F3. 1.3g. 

Reapers
A pack of 5 medium sized 

powerful rockets with different 
stunning effects and colours. 

Cat F3. 1.3g.  

£15.00

£15.00

£25.00Sky Force
10 pack of rockets with 
2 of each assortment of 
effects - Blue and gold 
strobes, green and red 
strobes, red and white 

strobes, purple and 
crackling stars and yellow 

and time rain bursts. 
Cat F3. 1.4g. 

Insanity
A 6 pack of 
varied effects.
Cat F3. 1.3g.

£30.00

King of Hearts
A large single head rocket with a 
heart shape effect. Cat F3. 1.3g.

Heat Seeker
A smaller pack of family 

rockets with mixed 
effects. 5pcs. F3, 1.3g.

£20.00

£40.00

Gigant Salute
An awesome 4 pack of 

noise! Cat F3,1.3g .

£20.00



Rockets

All Night Party
The new ‘All Night Party’ is 

a pack of 21 mixed effect 
rockets with big bursts and 

great reports. Differing in 
three sizes, they would be 
ideally spread throughout 

any display. Varying effects. 
Cat F3. 1.3g.

£50.00

Soaring Tiger
3 Massive 3” Ball Head Rockets. 3 
different effect, brocade, willow 
and flower crown. F3. 1.3g.  

£50.00

Ionosphere
A 5 pack of medium 

multi effect rockets. 1.3g.

Mesosphere
A pack of 3 huge multi 
effect rockets. F3, 1.3g.

£65.00

£50.00

Sky Hunter
Five large 1.3G 

rockets to a pack 
with sensational 

and loud colourful 
effects including, 

brocade to red 
starburst, brocade 

to blue stars and 
white glitter, 

brocade crown with 
red glittering stars, 

brocade crown with blue stars and a 
huge single effect of brocade crown.

Cat F3 .

£25.00

The King Reborn
A massive rocket - fill the Sky!!

Cat F3, 1.3g.



£25.00

Dum Bum
Totally awesome!
Cat F3.

£75.00

 Rockets

Stinger Missiles
1.3g 5 mega pieces of 
destruction with varying effects.
Cat F3.

VSR3
A stunning pack of 
3 ball head rockets 
each with a huge 

burst , streaming tails 
and stunning bursts.

Cat F3.

VSR4
A truly jaw 
dropping burst 
from this top 
quality, large 
single rocket.
Cat F3.

£25.00

Super Bomben
A new 6 Pack of 

loud,high performance 
medium rockets. 

Awesome! 
Cat F3,1.3g. 

The Messenger
A single 4” ball head 
rocket with a space 
on ball head for 
your own 
message! Cat F3.

£25.00

£50.00VSR2
Pack of 6 2” ball 
head rockets. 
Assorted effects. Cat 
F3,1.3g.

£30.00

£50.00



£50.00
each

Bright Star Fireworks

Gender Reveal

Tri-Colour Wheels 
2 pack traditional 
wheels. F2,1.4g.

£6.00 Sizzling Sentinels
19 crackling comet tails 
shoot high into the sky.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

Atom Bombs
2 twin burst Roman Candles. 
Pure noise! F3,1.3g.

Countdown Finale
200 shot multi-effect finale 
barrage. F3,1.4g.

£10.00

£15.00

£120.00

£60.00
each

Celtic Baby A or B
100 shots ending red 
or blue. F3,1.3g.

£40.00
each

Hallmark Boy or Girl
36 shots of pink or blue 
mines & brocades. F3,1.3g.

Coloured Smoke
Pink or blue.

Baby Boom by Klasek
49 shots of pink or blue 
mines & brocades. F3,1.3g.

£8.00
each



Brothers Fireworks

Leaping Lizards
They go everywhere!
Cat F2, 1.4g.

Hocus Pocus
Nearly 60 secs of silver 

crackling stars.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

£9.00

£9.00

£6.00

Snappy Days
A 100 shot roman 

candle giving coloured 
popping stars.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

£6.00

Stinging Bees
A 100 shot roman 
candle giving whistling 
bees high up.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

£8.00

Snowflake to 
Avalanche

12 shots, 25 seconds 
of silver brocade!

Cat F2, 1.4g.

£8.00

Angel Dust
20 shots of magic!
Cat F2, 1.4g.

£8.00

Immortal Jellyfish
A colourful , multi shot 
barrage. 12 shot.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

£8.00

Exploding Cherries
16 shots of madness!

Cat F2, 1.4g.



Brothers Fireworks

£8.00

Button Moon
A stunning 12 shot 
barrage red tails, green, 
lemon & white strobe.
Cat F2, 1.4g.   

£45.00£20.00

Strike a Rose
A fantastic 25 shot 

crossette cake.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

Fireworks Crazy
100 shot hard hitting multi 

effect barrage.
Cat F3, 1.4g.

£85.00

£90.00
Raise the Roof
80 shots of gold 
brocade mines, 
multi colour  dahlia 
& fizz! Cat F3, 1.4g.

Deception
25 shot high 
performance 

multi effect 
barrage.  

Cat F3 , 1.3g.

£10.00
each

Ninjas
A choice of 3, 

19 shot different 
effect barrages. 

F2,1.4g. 

Redemption
A huge, noisy salute cake!
80 shot. Cat F3, 1.3g.

£90.00



Brothers Fireworks

Real Steel
A massive 1 minute fan  barrage 
of, willows, brocades and noise.
88 shot. Cat F3, 1.4g.

£100.00

Undisputed
86 massive shots – lasting 1 

minute.
Cat F3, 1.4g.

£100.00

Beat Thy Neighbour
One touch, linked approx 
2min compound. F3,1.4g.

Maximum Showtime
One touch, linked approx 3min 

compound. F3,1.4g. 

£120.00

£200.00



Riakeo Fireworks

Thunderbolt 4
A new 27 shot strobe & 
willow fanned barrage. 
F3,1.3g.

Thunderbolt 3
New in! 36 shot mixed 

firing pattern barrage. 
F3,1.3g.

Vortex 1
A new 21 shot, mixed firing 
pattern, large bore barrage. 
F3,1.3g.

£30.00
£30.00

£30.00

£40.00

£35.00

Vortex 3
New in! 25 shot, large bore 

barrage. F3,1.3g.

Vortex 7
A new 19 shot, large bore 
barrage. F3,1.3g.



Riakeo Fireworks

£50.00

£85.00

£90.00

£175.00

Wolf
New in! 25 shot fanned 
barrage. F3,1.3g. 

Pyro Addict 1
New in! 251 shot 

powerful large barrage. 
F3,1.3g.

Weapon X
A new large 77 shot barrage 
with colour & brocades. 
F3,1.3g.

Cyttorak
New in! 142 shot 
multi-effect, mixed 

firing pattern barrage. 
F3,1.3g.



Riakeo Fireworks

Shameless
A new 101 shot large 
bore barrage with a 
fanned finale. F3,1.3g.

Vanquish
A new 152 large loud 

bore compound. 
F3,1.3g.

Tsunami
Contains 2 compounds, 
fired as one/individually. 
A heavy weight, totalling 
180 shots. Superb! 
F3. 1.3g.

Night Stalker
A new loud 199 shot 

multi-effect finale 
compound. Stunning! 

F3,1.3g.

£180.00

£280.00

£300.00

£300.00



Hallmark Fireworks

Smoke Flares
Deep coloured smoke to add an extra 
depth of mystery to your display and each 
one lasting on average between 90 and 
120 seconds. 
Cat F2.

Blue Star Eruption
It starts off like a fountain then 

suddenly erupts with a volley of 10 
shots - all fired at once - of bright blue 

tails with blue and golden crackles.
It’s MEGA loud...  

Duration approx  15 seconds. 
Cat F3, 1.3g. 

£8.00
each

£15.00

Gold & Silver 
Eruption Cones
Traditional conical 
fountains producing 
either silver or gold 
showers of sparks.  
Duration approx 60 
seconds. 
Cat F2, 1.4g.

Charger
20mm tube sized 

firework with 19 shots 
of varying effects and 

bursts. Duration approx 
30 seconds. 

Cat F2, 1.4g.

£15.00
each

£12.00

Mega Shooters
Climbs high into the 
night sky and lights 

it up with colour.
5 Shot Roman 

Candles. 
Cat F2,1.4g.

£15.00



Hallmark Fireworks

Wicked Witch
Wicked Witch- An amazing 
crackling fountain with colour 
(directional) ending with glowing 
red eyes. Approx 90 secs.
Cat F2. 1.4g.

£15.00

All Guns Blazing
A 32 shot barrage piece to 
truly fill the sky with noise 

and colour. Duration approx 
20 seconds. 

Cat F2, 1.4g.

£16.00

£22.00Sting in the Tail
A 33 shot barrage piece lasting 

approximately 50 seconds and filling 
the sky with beautiful strobe effects and 

finishing with a large fanned finale! 
Duration approx 50 seconds. 

Cat F2, 1.4g.

Bonfire Bash
A great 48 shot firework full of 20mm tubes and 
firing a barrage of red stars , white strobes , red 
strobes and coco brocade crowns with blue stars. 
Duration approx 60 seconds. 
Cat F2, 1.4g.

£25.00

£15.00

Solstice
New in. A low noise, 16 
shot multi effect barrage. 
F2,1.4g. 



Hallmark Fireworks

Screaming Banshee
An old favourite. 300 shots of 
screaming missiles. F3, 1.4g.

£25.00

Equinox
New. 49 shot low noise silver twisting fan 

cake. F3. 1.4g.

£40.00

£55.00

Palms Away
An 80 shot fan of gold brocade. 

F3,1.4g.

£40.00

Halcyon Days
25 shots with palm bursts and strobes, 
palms with delayed crackles and ending 
in a bright crackling palm. Approx 40 
secs. 
Cat F3.1.4g. 



Hallmark Fireworks

£70.00

£140.00Annual Gala
This large-sized compound firework 

features both straight and fanned shots 
for maximum sky coverage. Effects 
include golden palms, red strobes, 

lemon stars bursts, and a fanned 
ending with vivid blue star reports.  

Duration approx. 120 seconds. 
Cat F2., 1.4g.

£250.00 Pulse Generator
A massive 210 shot , multi directional 
compound firework firing barrages of 
25 and 30 mm tubes giving huge sky 
      coverage and filling it with multiple 
          colours , effects and noise. 
             Duration approx. 100 seconds.
             Cat F3, 1.3g.

Night Passion
A 100 Shot ,straight firing 25mm bore cake 
with Red and silver strobe, purple stars and 
green strobe, Golden bursts, Blue stars to 
crackle, Crackling comets and golden bursts, 
Green strobe and red to crackle and finale a 
volley of silver titanium salutes. 
Duration approx. 70 seconds. 
Cat F3, 1.3g.



Screaming 
Banshee
A 25 shot firework that 
howls and screams! 
Duration – approx. 25 
seconds. Cat F3, 1.3g.

Loose Canon
A 57 shots barrage with mixed 

effects and firing pattern. F3, 1.3g.

£25.00 £40.00

7 Shot Slice
New in! 
These 7 shot pro low noise slices fire in a 
volley of 7 shots with vibrant coloured comets/
mixed-effects will give your display that extra 
professional look. 
Cat F2. 1.4g.

£15.00

£50.00
Freak
New. 49 shot barrage with spinning and twisting 
effects. F3, 1.3g.

£50.00

Havoc
New. 36 shot large bore barrage 

with a double finale. 
F3,1.3g. 

£65.00

Pro cake 6 pack.
6 top quality 16 shot barrages. F2, 1.4g. 

Vivid Fireworks



Vivid Fireworks

Velocity  
The ultimate display – 224 large 
shots firing in just under a minute 
– its awesome!! 
Cat F3, 1.3g.

£120.00

Screaming Demons
A noisy whistle cake, with whistling 
tails with red falling leaves. 
25 secs. Cat F3, 1.3g.

Jeopardy
Larger than Loose Cannon. This fanned 

barrage has 64 shots fired in a varied 
pattern. Approx 40 secs. 

Cat F3. 1.3g.

£25.00
£65.00

£70.00each

Pro Low noise A & B
Each fan barrage consists of 72 low 

noise shots creating a quick but 
massive finale. F3, 1.4g.

£80.00 Face Off
New in! A loud 53 shot 
alternate firing barrage. 
F3, 1.3g.

£100.00

Sky Candy
New. A large 100 shot 
barrage, crammed with 

vibrant colours. F3, 1.3g.



Vivid Fireworks

£140.00

The Asylum
9 Cake Assortment Pack
A kit featuring nine multishot display 
fireworks, of outstanding quality. 
Cat F2, 1.3g.

£150.00

£120.00

£80.00

£70.00

Snake Bite
36 shot Z-firing fan. Amazing! 
F3,1.3g. 

Delirious
84 shot multi-effect, mixed firing 

pattern barrage. F3,1.3g.

Kamuro Rainbow
100 shot large finale compound. 

Loud with comets & willows. 
F3.1.3g. 

Over Lord
100 shot large finale 
compound. Loud with 
huge bursts. 2min. 
F3,1.3g. 

£65.00

Cataclysm
A 130 shot fan finale full of 

salutes and silver tails. F3, 1.3g. 



New Dawn
189 shots of varying calibre with a variety 
of effects lasting nearly 2 minutes.
A perfect single fire display for any occasion. 
Cat F3, 1.3g.

£150.00

Vivid Fireworks

W.T.F! 
 A awesome 8 piece finale 
barrage totaling 512 shots. 
Lives up to the name! 
F3, 1.3g.

£260.00

£160.00Bloodshot
A 139 shot (30mm) great finale 

barrage with multi effects including 
V fired sections with a multi-trident 

finale. A fantastic ending to any 
night ! Approx 65 secs. 

Cat F3. 1.3g.

£350.00

Ziegelstein
A large bore 120 shot z firing multi-effect 

finale barrage. Huge! F3, 1.3g.

£230.00

El Loco
New in! A massive 268 shot 
loud finale compound barrage.  
Will not be beaten. F3, 1.3g.



£15.00

Lone Wolf
A 6 pack of single shots. 

F2, 1.4g. 

£25.00

Defiant
A 19 shot loud barrage 
F2, 1.3g.

£40.00
Spin Drift

25 shots of low noise 
spinners. 
F2, 1.4g. 

£45.00

Omega
A 36 shot low noise barrage.
F2, 1.4g.

£45.00

White Spider
30 large bore shots of low noise spiders 

which hang towards the ground. 
F3, 1.4g.

Pyroworx Fireworks



Pyroworx Fireworks

Ku De Gras
A large fanned 262 shot 

loud finale piece. 
F3, 1.3g. 

£60.00

Raging Bull
68 fanned shots that pack a punch. 
F2, 1.3g.

£60.00

Dreamscape
A 40 shot large bore low noise finale barrage. 

F3, 1.4g.

£190.00

Quiet Riot 1
A large fanned 138 shot low 
noise finale compound. 
F2, 1.3g.

£300.00



£12.00

Hong Kong Candle
A massive 10 shot Roman 
Candle in either blue or 
gold. Cat F3, 1.3g.

£8.00each

Virtual Vortex
Silver tail, silver 

spinner.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

£10.00
Fluff
16 shot Silver spinners cake, 
a great low noise firework.
Duration approx. 30 
seconds.£8.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

Celtic Fireworks

£5.00

Blinker/strobe
This little strobe will 
create atmosphere for 
your display. F2, 1.4g.

Flash Harry
A 16 shot strobe barrage. 

F2, 1.3g. 

£10.00

Tequila Sunrise
16 shot barrage with 
Gold tail to blue and 

gold strobe.
Cat F2, 1.3g.

£12.00



Celtic Fireworks

Nebula Storm
25 shot barrage, 

Silver spinner to green 
peony, purple coco.

Cat F2, 1.3g.

£20.00

Cris Cross
25 shots of Pink & Lime crossette  
bursts. Really unique colours and 
great high bursting effects, low noise.
Duration approx. 35 seconds.
Cat F2, 1.4g.

£15.00

Lunar Plume
25 shot barrage. Red 
dahlia, white strobe and 
dragon egg mine.
Cat F2, 1.3g.

£25.00

£20.00 Colour Spinner
A large colour changing 
Catherine wheel. 
F2, 1.4g.

£25.00

Colour Crackles
A medium 25 shot barrage. Loud 

crackling stars, spiders and strobes 
F3, 1.3g.

£40.00

Spunky Monkey
A 30 shot large bore 

barrage with howling tails 
to willows.
 F3, 1.3g.



Celtic Fireworks

£45.00 Serenity
35 shot Z firing Fan cake. Colour strobe mines lifts 
to red & green falling leaves, with blue mines to 
blue & silver fish. Finishing with a volley of both of 
the effects. Low noise. Duration approx 50 seconds.
Cat F3, 1.4g.

£45.00

Horsing Around
30 shot fan cake. A wonderful quiet 
cake with blue star tails into a quiet 
burst of golden horsetails, firing in a 
trident, low noise.
Duration approx. 35 seconds. 
Cat F3, 1.4g.

£55.00
Garden Party

A 63 shot noisy small finale 
compound barrage.

F3, 1.4g. 

£40.00

Fork Handles
A quality fan cake, buy it just 

for the name! 
Cat F3, 1.4g.



£45.00

Tardis II
A 100 shot finale cake. Giving 
whistles, crackles, crossettes with 
multiple colour & noise. 
Cat F3, 1.3g.

£110.00

Big Player
76 shot. Mixed effect cake with 

hummers & whistles. Christopher 
‘The Big Player’ Allen!

Duration approx. 50 seconds. 
Cat F3, 1.4g.

£60.00
Go Whistle
A 50 shot whistling 
fanned barrage. 
F3, 1.4g.

£100.00

Guilty Pleasure
A 91 shot low noise fanned 

finale barrage. F3,1.4g. 

£100.00

Celtic Fireworks

China Star
A 49 shot noisy large bore 
barrage. F3, 1.3g.



Tel: 01303 867011 or 07826 658996
Email: enquiries@ajpyrotechnics.co.uk

www.ajpyrotechnics.co.uk

Professional Firework Displays by

Whatever the occasion AJ Pyrotechnics can light up your night!

We provide professional, bespoke designed, high impact, fully insured firework displays 
and pride ourselves on what we deliver.  In addition, we offer pyromusicals, lower noise, 

firework signage, photographic opportunities and cold sparks.

WEDDINGS • BONFIRE NIGHT • ALL YEAR CELEBRATIONS • RETAIL FIREWORKS
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